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IT HAS been shown that the existence of a locally free action of R”-’ with compact orbits 
on a closed orientable n-manifold M’ implies that M” is homeomorphic to a T”-’ fiber 
bundle over S’ (where T” -’ is the (n - I)-torus), [l]. In this paper we show that if the 
action has no compact orbits then the manifold is a torus bundle over S’ or T3. For actions 
without compact orbits it is known that all the orbits are diffeomorphic, [6]. As for sufficient 
conditions for an orientable n-manifold to admit a locally free R”-’ action without compact 
orbits: (a) the n-torus admits actions of R”-’ with typical orbit TP x Rn-p-l for any p, 
and (b) if M” is a principal T”-’ bundle over T2 it admits an action of R”-’ with orbits 
Tne2 x R’. (I believe that this is due to E. Lima and it is proved by lifting to IV”, via a 
connection, a vector field on T2 with irrational rotation number.) I think it is not known 
whether these are also necessary conditions. 
We also give examples of foliations on M” without holonomy with all leaves diffeo- 
morphic to Tp x Rn-*-l yet which do not arise from a locally free action of R”-‘. 
THEOREM. Let M” be a closed orientable C” n-dimensional manifold and let q be a C” 
locaiiy free action of R”-’ on izP without compact orbits. Then M” is homeomorphic to a 
fiber bundle over the circle S’ or the torus T’ withfiber a torus of dimension (n - 1) or (n - 3) 
respectively. 
Let cp be an action as in the statement of the Theorem. According to Sacksteder [6], 
such an action has all orbits dense. It follows that the isotropy subgroup at each point of 
IV” is the same. Let {e,}, 1 < i < n - 1, be a basis for R”-‘. By restricting cp to R*ei we get 
a vector field Xi on M”. The {Xi}, I < i < n - 1, are independent and pairwise commute. 
Provided that the isotropy group is not trivial, we can suppose that {e,, . . . . , e,}, 1 G p 
< n - 1, form a basis for the isotropy subgroup. Therefore 43 restricted to R*e, @ . . .@ R-e, 
gives rise to a free Tp action on M” where Tp is the p-torus. Thus M” is a principal Tp bundle 
over Wnep, the orbit space to the T* action. Since the {Xi} pairwise commute, (Xi}, p + 1 
6 i < n - 1, define independent commuting vector fields on Wnep, which give rise to a 
free action of R”-p-’ on WnVp. Therefore W”-p can be foliated by (n - p - I)-planes 
and hence is homeomorphic to the (n - p)-torus. This follows for n -p 2 5 by using a 
theorem of Wall [S], that a homotopy torus is homeomorhic to a torus for dimensions 
greater than or equal to 5. It can be seen that W “-P is a homotopy torus by Novikov, 
Corollary 5.2, [4]. For dimension 3 see Rosenberg [5], and for dimension 4 see Joubert 
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and Moussu [2]. The principal Tp bundle is the product of p principal S’ bundles corres- 
ponding to the vector fields Xi, 1 < i d p. Each of these bundles defines a Chem class 
ci & H2( CV”_P). 
LEMMA. The Chern classes {ci} as above satisfy the condition ci u c, = 0 for 1 6 i, j < p. 
Proof of Lemma. We begin by putting a connection on the Tp bundle. We can cover 
M” by sets MU which are diffeomorhic to Tp x U where U is an open set in Wnmp. Further- 
more, one can choose U such that there are coordinates on Tp x U of the form (0,. . . . , tip, 
llp+tlr . . ..1/._1, II,) where ZjZ6, = Xi, 1 G i <p, (the 8i are angular coordinates), and 
S/Srr, = Xi for p + 1 6 i d n - 1. We can put a connection on M, by taking as connection 
form wU = (de,, . . . , dB,). Note that for this connection Xi, p + 1 < i < n - 1, is a hori- 
zontal vector field. If {$L,} is a partition of unity subordinate to the covering {U> of Wnep, 
then w = 2 iho. w. defines a connection form for the whole bundle. The {XJ, p + 1 Q i 
< n - 1, are still horizontal. Let R = (fir, . . . , RP) be the curvature form for this connec- 
tion. The 2-form Ri equals rc*(zi) where xi is a closed form on Wnep, n is the bundle pro- 
jection, and Cli corresponds via the de Rham isomorphism to the Chern class Ci; see Koba- 
yashi and Nomizu [3, p. 3071. Since [Xi, X,] = 0 for p + 1 < j, k G n - 1, we have that 
ni(xj, X,) = ~w,(X,, X,) = 0. Thus Ri, A Rit is identically zero for 1 6 i,, i, <p. This 
completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem. For ease of notation, we will assume that each ci is non-zero; it is 
clear that this involves no loss of generality. The {ci} are elements of N*(TneP; 2) which is 
a subring of H*(TneP; R). Note that H*(T”- p; R) is the exterior algebra associated to 
N’(7’“-P; R). It is a straighforward calculation to show that ci2 = 0 only if ci is decompos- 
able into a product of two elements in H1(TnwP; R); for example, use Sternberg [7, exercise 
5.1, page 251. Therefore ci defines a 2-dimensional linear subspace Ei of H’(7”‘-P; R). 
Since ci u cj = 0 we have that Ei n Ej contains a one-dimensional subspace for i#j. It is 
not hard to see that this implies that either the common intersection of the {Ei) contains 
a one-dimensional subspace, or that the union of the {EJ span a three-dimensional sub- 
space of H’(T”-“; R). 
We claim that ci = a, u bi where ai and bi can be chosen in H’(FwP; Q), where Q 
is the rationals. For a given i, set 
ci = t’ * e, u ez + C tjki ej u e,, 
where {ej}, 1 <j < n -p, form a basis for H’(TneP; Z); t’ is non-zero, f’, tj: are integers; 
and the summation is over all pairs (j, k), j < k, and not equal to (1, 2). Then the projection 
of H’(T”-P; R) onto the plane spanned by e,, ez defined by sending ej to zero for 3 < j <n-p 
is an isomorphism when restricted to Ei. Therefore we can write ci = ti . ai u bi for a 
unique choice of a, and bi, where 
“-P “-P 
ai = e, + 1 aij ej, bi = e, + 1 bij . ej. 
3 3 
Since the {t$ are integers it follows that tiaij and tibij are also integers for all i. j. Thus 
ci = ai u bi where a, and bi are contained in H’(YeP; 0). 
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Therefore we have that either the common intersection of the (EJ contains a one-dimen- 
sional subspace in H’(T”-p: 0). or in the other case. the union of the {Eij span a three- 
dimensional subspace of H’(T”-P: 0). We can therefore u-rite T”-p as either the product 
F-p-’ x S’ or as the product Tnmp-’ x T3 such that the {ci). restricted to F-p-1 or 
F-P_3 respectively are all zero. Hence the principal TP bundle is trivial when restricted to 
T”-p-l or 7-f-p-3 respectively, and thus the projection of :IP onto 7’-p folloued by the 
projection of Tnep onto S’ or T3 is a fibration with torus fiber. This completes the proof of 
the Theorem. 
Remark. We assumed that the isotropy group was non-zero in the above proof. If it 
is zero. then M” is foliated by (R - I)-planes and hence is homeomorphic to T”. 
E.uurzple. Let x be an element of H2(T4) such that r* is non-zero. Then we can take 
for M’ the principal circle bundle over T’ with Chern class equal to x. Let w = xTaiCiBi 
where the {Q,> are angular coordinates on T’ and the {a,] are real numbers which have 
rational dimension 4. Then o defines a foliation of T’ by 3-planes. Let TI: Mj + T’ be the 
fiber projection. Then n*(w) is a closed l-form on IV’ which defines a foliation without 
holonomy, with all leaves diffeomorphic to S1 x R’. If this foliation arose from an action 
of R4, then by the above argument we would have that x2 is zero, which is a contradiction. 
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